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Angry Housewives Eating Bon Bons
2004-02-03

a lively story as delectable as a five pound box of chocolates a thoroughly engaging chronicle of
friendship and the substantive place it holds in women s lives anne d leclaire author of leaving eden
the women of freesia court are convinced that there is nothing good coffee delicious desserts and a
strong shoulder can t fix laughter is the glue that holds them together the foundation of a book group
they call aheb angry housewives eating bon bons an unofficial club that becomes much more it
becomes a lifeline holding on through forty eventful years there s faith a lonely mother of twins who
harbors a terrible secret that has condemned her to living a lie big beautiful audrey the resident sex
queen who knows that with good posture and an attitude you can get away with anything merit the
doctor s shy wife with the face of an angel and the private hell of an abusive husband kari a wise
woman with a wonderful laugh who knows that the greatest gifts appear after life s fiercest storms
and finally slip a tiny spitfire of a woman who isn t afraid to look trouble straight in the eye this
stalwart group of friends depicts a special slice of american life of stay at home days and new careers
of children and grandchildren of bold beginnings and second chances in which the power of
forgiveness understanding and the perfectly timed giggle fit is the cpr that mends broken hearts and
shattered dreams it is impossible not to get caught up in the lives of the book group members landvik
s gift lies in bringing these familiar women to life with insight and humor the denver post a guilty
pleasure this light snappy read may be landvik s best yet midwest living
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Angry Housewives Eating Bon Bons
2003

from her sensational sleeper hitpatty jane s house of curlto her heartwarming novelwelcome to the
great mysterious lorna landvik has won the hearts of readers everywhere by skillfully balancing
hilarity with pathos and bittersweet insights with heartwarming truths now she returns to her beloved
eccentric stomping ground of small town minnesota where the most eclectic and engaging group of
women you ll ever meet share love loss and laughter sometimes life is like a bad waiter it serves you
exactly what youdon twant the women of freesia court have come together at life s table fully
convinced that there is nothing good coffee delectable desserts and a strong shoulder can t fix
laughter is the glue that holds them together the foundation of a book group they call aweb angry
wives eating bon bons an unofficial club that becomes much more it becomes a lifeline the five
women each have a story of their own to tell there s faith the newcomer a lonely housewife and
mother of twins a woman who harbors a terrible secret that has condemned her to living a lie big
beautiful audrey the resident sex queen who knows that good posture and an attitude can let you get
away with anything merit the shy quiet doctor s wife with the face of an angel and the private hell of
an abusive husb kari a thoughtful wise woman with a wonderful laugh as deep as santa claus s with a
cold who knows the greatest gifts appear after life s fiercest storms and finally slip activist adventurer
social changer a tiny spitfire of a woman who looks trouble straight in the eye and challenges it to
arm wrestle holding on through forty eventful years through the swinging sixties the turbulent
seventies the anything goes eighties the nothing s impossible nineties the women will take the plunge
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into the chaos that inevitably comes to those with the temerity to be alive and kicking angry
housewives eating bon bonsdepicts a special slice of american life of stay at home days and new
careers children and grandchildren bold beginnings and second chances in which the power of
forgiveness understanding and the perfectly timed giggle fit is the cpr that mends broken hearts and
shattered dreams once again lorna landvik leaves you laughing and crying as she reveals perhaps the
greatest truth that there is nothing like the saving grace of best friends

Reading Women
2012-03-07

an indispensable guide for anyone who runs or participates in a book group this title provides the
structure and fun facts needed to examine the genre of women s fiction women s fiction covers
numerous topics of importance in the lives of women friendship love personal growth and familial
relationships for this reason the genre is a hotbed of engaging subjects for book group discussions
reading women a book club guide for women s fiction brings together information on over 100 women
s fiction titles providing everything a book group needs to encourage focused stimulating meetings
reading women marshals information that has been up to this point either nonexistent or scattered in
book club guides readers will learn the difference between women s fiction romance and chick lit as
well as why these genres provide a rich trove of discussion topics for book groups specific entries
cover titles from all three genres offering an author biography a book summary bibliographic material
discussion questions and read alike information for each book an additional 50 titles suitable for book
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group discussions are listed with brief summaries

Welcome to the Great Mysterious
2007-12-18

a sweet funny story as good as patty jane s house of curl minneapolis star tribune megastar of stage
screen and television geneva jordan now has a command performance in minnesota where she
agrees to look after her thirteen year old nephew a boy with down s syndrome while his parents take
a long overdue vacation though geneva and her sister ann are as different as night and day i being
night of course dark and dramatic geneva remembers she had a family before she had a star on her
door but so accustomed is she to playing the lead finding herself a supporting actress in someone
else s life is strange and unexplored territory then the discovery of an old scrapbook that she and her
sister created long ago starts her thinking of things beyond fame for the great mysterious is a
collection of thoughts and feelings dedicated to answering life s big questions far outside the spotlight
s glow

Divided Loyalties
2011-09-30

shauna and greg s marriage is under pressure she wants another baby he doesn t she also has to
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endure her obnoxious in laws the freeloaders della eddie and their spoilt kids they arrive at her home
at the drop of a hat stay as long as they like and eat and drink all around them without lifting a finger
to help shauna s glad to be moving abroad she ll be free of them at long last but three thousand miles
won t stop the determined della free holidays in an exotic location perfect carrie shauna s sister can t
help feeling put upon the burden of looking after their elderly hypochondriac father rests on her and
she s fed up of it is it too much to ask that the burden be shared even though she loves her siblings
resentment builds can carrie put her foot down and stand up for herself bobby the youngest has a
poisoned relationship with his father who blames him for the premature death of his wife a bitter
confrontation leaves them estranged can they ever settle their differences or are some rifts just to
painful to resolve the last christmas the family got together was a disaster but circumstances change
can the family turn things around and finally put the past behind them as they prepare for another
family gathering

The View from Mount Joy
2007-09-04

the view from mount joy lorna landvik s delightfully quirky and intensely moving new novel is about a
man a supermarket the roads not taken and the great unexpected pleasures found in living a good
life when hunky teenage hockey player joe andreson and his widowed mother move to minneapolis
joe falls under the seductive spell of kristi casey ole bull high s libidinous head cheerleader the kind of
girl a guy can t say no to even when saying yes guarantees trouble joe balances kristi s lustful
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manipulation with the down to earth companionship of his smart platonic girlfriend darva but it is
kristi who will prove to be a temptation and torment throughout joe s life years later having once
dreamed of a career in pro hockey or as a globetrotting journalist joe can t believe that life has
deposited him in the aisles of haugland foods but he soon learns that being a grocer is like being the
mayor of a small town his constituents confide astonishing things and always appreciate the value of
a hard to pass up special a free toy for a well behaved youngster a pie for the best rendition of alfie or
simply joe s generous dispensing of the milk of human kindness for joe everyday life is its own roller
coaster ride and all he wants to do is hold on tight the path kristi has charged down on the other hand
is as wild as joe s is tame or at least that s how it appears to the outside world but who has really
risked more who has lived more and who is truly happy as joe discovers in this dramatic
heartbreaking and hilarious novel sometimes people are lucky enough to be standing in the one place
where the view of the world is breathtaking if only they ll open their eyes to all there is to see the
view from mount joy is truly glorious a warm wonderful picture of life as seen from the deepest places
in the heart

Finding Gifts in Depression
2007-08

depression can overwhelm you and everything you do it can also provide you with a powerful
opportunity to free your inner artist and write sketch sculpt cook or paint your way to a more
authentic and more contented you when accomplished and talented artist carolyn freeman hansen
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fell under the shadow of depression she refused to let the darkness consume her she turned to what
she knew art and realized the remarkable healing and restorative powers of all things creative hansen
combines the honest and intimate account of her own triumph over depression with personal advice
creative healing exercises and helpful resources for using art as a tool to summon strength gain
perspective and find peace under hansen s seasoned guidance you will discover the many
unexpected and precious gifts of depression including courage forgiveness and spirituality filled with
images of hansen s art and bursting with inspiration and encouragement finding gifts in depression
gives you everything you need to become the person you were meant to be

Between the Covers
2008-11-11

with wit and wisdom the bibliophile s ebert roeper recommend more than 600 books based on what
women care about most between the covers is organized around their wide ranging curiosity about
themselves friends and family the larger world and their concerns from health to sex to managing
their finances with such sections as babes we love role models real and imagined the babe inside
focusing on body and soul and love sex second chances this unique collection of fiction and nonfiction
reflects how women really read
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Reading Group Choices 2005
2004-10

this edition of reading group choices was produced by pax associates and lists titles which have been
popular sellers and stimulating for group discussion

Newcomer's Handbook for Moving to and Living in
Minneapolis-St. Paul
2006-08

set adrift when her mother sells the salon that has been a neighborhood institution for decades nora
rolvaag takes a camping trip intending to do nothing more than roast marshmallows over an open fire
and under a starry sky two chance encounters however will have enormous consequences and her
getaway turns out to be more of a retreat from her daily life than she ever imagined but nora is the do
or die trying daughter of patty jane who now must embrace the house of curl s slogan expect the
unexpected with her trademark wit and warmth lorna landvik follows nora and an ever growing cast of
characters between city and wooded retreat minnesota and norway a past that s secret and a future
that s promising but uncertain responding to a mysterious letter with a norwegian postmark nora s
grandmother ione travels to her native land to tend to a dying cousin and her husband two people
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who played a painful pivotal role in her past nora accompanies her and is surprised by her
grandmother s long ago love story but even more surprised by the beginning of her own a book about
making new beginnings out of old endings once in a blue moon lodge invites readers to check in set
down their baggage and spend time with the kind of people who understand that while they can t
control all that life throws at them they can at least control how they catch it and as anyone who has
stopped in at patty jane s house of curl will tell you you re in for a rollicking good time with characters
whose strengths foibles and choices will have you laughing and crying hankerings for coffee and
gingerbread cookies may also be experienced

Once in a Blue Moon Lodge
2017-04-11

experienced librarian and coach ruth metz outlines a focused and results oriented plan for achieving
the best results from staff members through a coaching style of management

The Readers' Advisory Guide to Genre Fiction, Second
Edition
2009-01-01
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experienced librarian and coach ruth metz outlines a focused and results oriented plan for achieving
the best results from staff members through a coaching style of management

The Readers' Advisory Guide to Genre Fiction
2009-04-12

reading is both a social process and a social formation as this book illustrates across centuries and
cultural contexts highlighting links evident in reading communities from literary salons to online
environments each essay reflects the rich repertoire of research methods available to reading
scholars

Reading Communities from Salons to Cyberspace
2011-08-25

a study of the emerging cultural model of cosmodernism

Cosmodernism
2011
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written in an accessible narrative style the afterlife of little women speaks to scholars librarians and
devoted alcott fans

The Afterlife of "Little Women"
2014

bring on the books for everybody is an engaging assessment of the robust popular literary culture
that has developed in the united states during the past two decades jim collins describes how a once
solitary and print based experience has become an exuberantly social activity enjoyed as much on
the screen as on the page fueled by oprah s book club miramax film adaptations superstore
bookshops and new technologies such as the kindle digital reader literary fiction has been
transformed into best selling high concept entertainment collins highlights the infrastructural and
cultural changes that have given rise to a flourishing reading public at a time when the future of the
book has been called into question book reading he claims has not become obsolete it has become
integrated into popular visual media collins explores how digital technologies and the convergence of
literary visual and consumer cultures have changed what counts as a literary experience in
phenomena ranging from lush film adaptations such as the english patient and shakespeare in love to
the customer communities at amazon central to collins s analysis and he argues to contemporary
literary culture is the notion that refined taste is now easily acquired it is just a matter of knowing
where to access it and whose advice to trust using recent novels he shows that the redefined literary
landscape has affected not just how books are being read but also what sort of novels are being
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written for these passionate readers collins connects literary bestsellers from the jane austen book
club and literacy and longing in l a to saturday and the line of beauty highlighting their depictions of
fictional worlds filled with avid readers and their equations of reading with cultivated consumer taste

Bring on the Books for Everybody
2010-06-30

orange coast magazine is the oldest continuously published lifestyle magazine in the region bringing
together orange county¹s most affluent coastal communities through smart fun and timely editorial
content as well as compelling photographs and design each issue features an award winning blend of
celebrity and newsmaker profiles service journalism and authoritative articles on dining fashion home
design and travel as orange county¹s only paid subscription lifestyle magazine with circulation figures
guaranteed by the audit bureau of circulation orange coast is the definitive guidebook into the
county¹s luxe lifestyle

Orange Coast Magazine
2003-08

we re approaching cat in the hat level chaos and no one s even had breakfast yet when the death of
her father leaves her mother bereft and incapacitated card shark hallie palmer returns home from
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college to raise hallie s eight younger siblings hallie s older brother has a scholarship and a sensible
major which translates to free tuition and desperately needed future income for the family so it s up
to hallie to deal herself in as head of the chaotic household but even after the invasion of those well
meaning casserole carrying purveyors of comfort the local church ladies hallie s in a downward spiral
thank goodness for old friends like bernard and gil now proud parents who keep hallie afloat with
good humor brilliant organizational skills and judy garland s most quotable quotes not that life is
entirely peaceful now that bernard s wise willful and delightfully outrageous mother olivia is back
from europe with a big and shockingly young surprise through it all hallie discovers that life can
indeed turn on a dime and that every coin has two sides plus an edge just because beginner s luck
doesn t always last forever doesn t mean you re out of the game

The Big Shuffle
2008-12-10

leonard borman has woven an instant classic with venues ranging from the garden of eden to the
fields of modern fertility science says neal karlen author of the story of yiddish not only has borman
written a brilliantly entertaining smart and mindful allegory of faith and existence he has found that
eleventh commandment most of us didn t know was missing thou shall not nosh thy brother with
clever bibical subtext and glossary of terms this book is a must read for anyone curious for an
alternative humorous take on human survival and jewish family traditions
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Our Jewish Robot Future
2010-11

writing about the economic collapse and social unrest of her 1970s childhood in buffalo new york
laura pedersen was struck by how things were finally improving in her beloved hometown as 2008
began buffalo was poised to become the thriving metropolis it had been a hundred years earlier only
instead of grain and steel the booming industries now included healthcare and banking education and
technology folks who d moved away due to lack of opportunity in the 1980s talked excitedly about
returning home they mised the small town friendliness and it wasn t nostalgia for a past that no
longer existed buffalo has long held the well deserved nickname the city of good neighbors the
diaspora has ended preservationists are winning out over demolition crews the lights are back on in a
city that s usually associated with blizzards and blight rather than its treasure trove of art architecture
and culture

Buffalo Unbound
2010-07-01

since hallie s father died and left behind ten children money at the palmer household is tighter than
ever and just when hallie thought she was graduating from college it turns out she s four credits short
a professor needs one more student for a project that will take her around the world only longtime
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boyfriend craig has another proposition for hallie thus begins hallie s great odyssey for the first time
she ventures outside the safety of cosgrove county and the sixty mile radius in which she s functioned
for her entire life but somehow escaping home doesnt translate into leaving behind all of her
problems and unfortunately not all can be solved by putting her superior gambling skills to work
eventually its time to return home to all the good people who are great at driving each other crazy
hallie must finally face the biggest decision of her life humorous and heartfelt best bet underscores
the importance of friends family and a sense of belonging the characters in this modest but
neighborly small town prove that an ordinary existence made up of small but genuine moments can
satisfy a soul thats hungry for life in all of its glories and disappointments

Best Bet
2009-10-26

a travel essay of a recent visit to india which reveals with humor and insight the tensions and
contradictions facing the emerging world power in particular the book explores the roles of women
and children in india today and includes discussions with experts on this topic providing insight into
this important and often neglected issue
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Planes, Trains, and Auto-Rickshaws
2016-07-06

card sharp and former wild child hallie palmer is in college now and bernard stockton her legal
guardian has suddenly appeared during final exams he s hysterical about his recent breakup with his
longtime boyfriend gil and wants to enlist hallie in a scheme to win gil back so hallie returns to
cosgrove county ohio for the summer to her job as live in yard person for bernard and his delightfully
oddball mother olivia also present are ottavio olivia s hot tempered italian lover who s desperate for a
wedding rocky a chimpanzee who s one singapore sling away from an aa meeting for primates and
hallie s own ever expanding family which she fled as soon as she could slide down the drainpipe
around town folks assume that since hallie isn t in jail she clearly has no problems of her own and can
therefore tackle theirs but hallie has plenty of troubles a looming tuition bill gambling temptations
and an ex boyfriend who s back in town for the summer to upset any potential if highly unlikely a girl
can dream romantic flings yet as hallie and company navigate life s unexpected paths of games lost
and love found the real truth begins to emerge with friends family and a place to call home your heart
s desire is always within reach

Heart's Desire
2007-12-18
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now a major motion picture starring louis partridge and vanessa redgrave the lost girls is the story of
a now grown up wendy and her ties to peter pan in a novelized retelling of the original fairy tale
imagine a world in which the sole purpose of the women in the darling family has been to entertain
peter pan and his lost tribe that is until the contemporary wendy darling decides that she does not
want to succumb to the same fate of the three generations before her and she does not want to bear
a daughter whose destiny is to follow peter pan to a suspect fantasyland become thoroughly smitten
and then go back to a life that is far less remarkable waiting forever to return in the lost girls wendy
straddles the line separating the human desire for freedom and security fantasy and reality in a truly
unique take on a classic

The Lost Girls
2022-06-14

includes beginning sept 15 1954 and on the 15th of each month sept may a special section school
library journal issn 0000 0035 called junior libraries 1954 may 1961 also issued separately

Library Journal
2005

discover some of the great canadian authors and titles you ve been missing this guide describes and
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organizes according to reading interests more than 500 of the best contemporary canadian fiction
titles available today canadian fiction offers a wealth of diverse pleasures to readers from high toned
literary works to down and dirty genre fiction however apart from the big names and superstars many
of these authors are not well known outside of canada designed to help readers advisors in the united
states canada and other english speaking countries make informed reading recommendations to their
patrons this guide provides readers advisors and readers with an overview of canadian fiction
covering more than 650 popular titles mainstream and genre fiction most published within the past
decade the guide categorizes mainstream titles according to primary appeal features language
character setting and story and identifies the secondary appeal when there is one genre fiction
covered in a separate section is organized according to standard genres fantasy romance etc with
subdivisions for subgenres and themes for each title bibliographic information and a brief annotation
is provided subjects are listed along with awards and an indication of whether the title is appropriate
for book groups a read on section with references to some 2 400 titles leads you to titles with similar
features indexes cover author title and subject including awards genre series character names an
appendix contains information on canadian book awards a readers advisory guide and reference tool
this book is also an important aid for collection development

Canadian Fiction
2005-10-30

as an on the job answer book a statistical information resource a planning and research guide and a
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directory and calendar the bowker annual library and book trade almanac 2006 delivers the hard to
find industry news and information you need this acclaimed must have resource provides the
following expert reviews of the key trends events and developments that will influence your work in
2006 and the years to come clear explanations of new legislation and changes in funding programs
and how this will affect libraries definitive statistics on book prices numbers of books published library
expenditures average salaries and other budget crunching assistance a full calendar of events key
organizations names and numbers of important individuals including e mail addresses and fax
numbers and much more this fully updated reference tool makes it easy to stay on top of the
developments that affect libraries booksellers and publishers alike and to find fast answers to the
countless on the job questions you encounter

The Publishers Weekly
2007

a formidable matriarch learns the hard way that no family is perfect in this witty sparkling debut novel
dearest loved ones far and near evergreen tidings from the baumgartners

Library Journal
2005
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from the author of catching genius a novel of a young man s search for faith and its unintended
consequences at age twelve marshall tobias saw his best friend killed by a train it was then that he
began his search for faith delving into one tradition then discarding it for another his parents however
have little time for spiritual contemplation their focus has been on his little sister megan who suffers
from severe food allergies now marshall is home from college with his first real girlfriend but there is
more to ada than meets the eye including her beliefs about the evils of medical intervention what
follows is a crisis that tests not only faith but the limits of family forgiveness and our need to believe

Bowker Annual Library and Book Trade Almanac
2006

when caleb williamson a career officer with the cia disappears officials are left wondering whether he
is a spy who has defected or the victim of a crime meanwhile williamson s friend fbi agent tyler
bannister is focused on catching an extortionist who has threatened to unleash a biological poison if a
multimillion dollar demand is not met when williamson turns up dead alongside the corpses of two
women near a northern virginia highway bannister is assigned to a task force to identify what looks to
be a cunning serial killer while bannister becomes obsessed with finding the murderer before he
strikes again a fourth body is discovered the stakes become more personal when the killer targets
bannister s new love interest
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The Bowker Annual Library and Book Trade Almanac
2005-2006
2005-06

with its corn by the acre beef on the hoof quaker oats and kraft mac n cheese the midwest eats pretty
well and feeds the nation on the side but there s more to the midwestern kitchen and palate than the
farm food and sizable portions the region is best known for beyond its borders it is to these heartland
specialties from the heartwarming to the downright weird that fried walleye and cherry pie invites the
reader the volume brings to the table an illustrious gathering of thirty midwestern writers with
something to say about the gustatory pleasures and peculiarities of the region in a meditation on
comfort food elizabeth berg recalls her aunt s meatloaf stuart dybek takes us on a school field trip to
a slaughtering house while peter sagal grapples with the ethics of paté parsing cincinnati five way
chili robert olmstead digresses into questions of aztec culture harry mark petrakis reflects on owning
a south side chicago lunchroom while bonnie jo campbell nurses a sweet tooth through a fudge recipe
in the joy of cooking and lorna landvik nibbles her way through the minnesota state fair these are just
a sampling of what makes fried walleye and cherry pie with its generous helpings of laughter culinary
confession and information an irresistible literary feast
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Evergreen Tidings From The Baumgartners
2018-11-01

no one steps up to life s banquet holds out her tray and orders grief please but as a child candy
pekkala was served a heaping helping of it every buffet line has a dessert section however and when
a cousin calls with a hollywood apartment to sublet it seems as though candy is finally offered
something sweet it s good bye to minnesota and hello to california where a girl who has always lived
by her wits has a real chance of making a living with them with that the irrepressible lorna landvik
launches her latest irresistible character onto the world stage or at least onto the dimly lit small stage
where stand up comedy gets its start herself a comic performer landvik taps her own adventurous
past and minnesota roots to conjure candy s life in this strange new technicolor home her fellow
tenants at peyton hall include a female bodybuilder a ruined nightclub impresario and a well
connected romanian fortune teller there are game show appearances and temp jobs at a record
company and an establishment suspiciously like the playboy mansion and of course the alluring but
not always welcoming stage of stand up comedy as she hones her act candy is tested by humiliation
hecklers and the inherent sexism that insists chicks aren t funny written with the light touch and quiet
wisdom that have made her works so popular this is classic lorna landvik sometimes so funny you ll
cry sometimes so sad you might as well laugh and always impossible to put down
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Matters of Faith
2008-08-05

a secret tore best friends evelyn button peters and winnalee malone apart now nearly a decade later
a secret brings them back together nine years ago button and winnalee began recording observations
in their book of bright ideas a tome they believed would solve the mystery of how to live a mistake
free life now it s 1970 a time of peace love war and personal heartbreak button s mother is dead and
her grieving father has all but abandoned his children quiet thoughtful button has traded college for a
sewing job in her mother s bridal shop to help her aunt verdella raise her whirlwind six year old
brother in button s free time she writes letters to the boy she loved from afar through high school
hoping he will come to love her as more than a friend then like that magical wisconsin summer of 61
button is greeted with the wild gusty arrival of winnalee now a beautiful flower child winnalee is
everything button is not she s been to woodstock and enjoys free love but their steadfast bond of
friendship is tested as button begins to notice the cracks in winnalee s carefree façade and then
winnalee s mother arrives with a surprise that button never sees coming and the fiery determination
to put things right in both families once and for all

People Almanac
2004
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headteacher holly connors is pinching herself dream job dream life and the dreamiest fiance her
wedding to whom is now mere months away but dreamers often find themselves rudely awakened
and holly is by one long haired pupil harry meadows who s been going off the rails since his mum died
last year holly knows he s hurting and she knows about loss so before she can say the words
professional detachment she s made the ten year old s happiness her number one priority despite
knowing that it ll disturb a few ghosts of her own it s easier to understand the child if you take a good
look at the parent and harry s dad will seems so feckless he s a case study on his own will is hurting
too but he seems to want to work through his loss by himself mostly it seems by going to work period
as will zooms off every day in his flashy yellow sports car harry is left with a string of au pairs despite
will s saying that it s none of her business holly s sense of responsibility towards harry means that she
can t just walk away but when professional detachment turns into emotional investment holly begins
to worry is this just about harry or should she be taking a closer look at herself
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